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The decay rate of the 2v double beta decay is calculated. The effects of pairing, static quadrupole 
deformation, spin-isospin polarization, and the .6.33 isobar admixtures on the nuclear matrix elements 
are studied and the relation of the 2v {3{3 rate and the {3- and f3+ strength is stressed. In agreement 
with other calculations, we predict a faster decay rate than has been observed experimentally in 8~e, 
13<Te, and 150Nd. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Double beta decay, the process where a nucleus (Z,A) 
undergoes a transition to (Z +2,A), has long been recog-
nized as a sensitive test of lepton number conservation, 
the mass of the electron neutrino, and of weak interac-
tions involving right-handed lepton currents. There are· 
two modes of double beta decay ({3{3), one involving the 
emission of two neutrinos and another associated with 
zero neutrino emission. The two neutrino mode (2v) has 
two leptons and two antileptons, 2e- +Tv, in the final 
state and is expected to occur in the standard theory in 
second order. The zero neutrino mode (Ov) has only two 
electrons and no antineutrinos in the final state and re-
quires the existence of Majorana neutrinos as well as non-
vanishing neutrino mass or right-handed lepton current. 
In order to interpret the results of the experiments on {3{3 
decay, however, one has to solve some important nuclear 
physics problems. 
Calculation of the nuclear matrix elements in 2v {3{3 de-
cay is the topic of this paper. The general theory of both 
the 2v and Ov processes has been reviewed many times; 
first by Primakoff and Rosen 1 and more recently by Hax-
ton and Stephenson.2 Very briefly, the procedure is as fol-
Here I i > ( If> ) is the initial (final) nucleus in the o+ 
ground state with the mass M; (M1 ); I m) are the 1 + 
states of the intermediate odd-odd nucleus with energies 
Em, u 1 is the usual Pauli spin operator for the nucleon i, 
and rt is the isospin raising operator changing a neutron 
into a proton. (The energy denominators are in units of 
mec 2.) The function Gor<EmaxoZ) results from lepton 
phase space integration; it contains all of the relevant con-
stants including the coupling strength ( GgA )4 as well as 
the relativistic Coulomb terms. This function has been 
calculated for several cases by Doi et al. 3 A complete set 
of Gor values can be deduced from Table lA of Ref. 2 
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lows: One uses the standard allowed approximation and 
assumes that the Gamow-Teller transitions dominate over 
the Fermi transitions in medium and heavy nuclei. Both 
the lepton and nuclear energies contribute to the energy 
denominators of the corresponding second order perturba-
tion expression. For the 2v mode treated here one 
achieves separation of the nuclear and lepton parts of the 
transition amplitude by replacing in the energy denomina-
tor the lepton energy of the intermediate state by its aver-
age value, i.e., by half of the available transition energy. 
The integration over the lepton phase space is then per-
formed and a closed expression for the rate (or lifetime) is 
obtained. 
There is a general consensus2 - 4 that these approxima-
tions do not result in an appreciable loss of accuracy. 
There is also an agreement that the nuclear matrix ele-
ments responsible for the o+ -+0+ 2v and Ov decays are 
related. Thus, a good understanding of the 2v lifetimes is 
a necessary condition for the correct interpretation of the 
fundamentally more important Ov process. In the follow-
ing we shall consider only the 2v process and leave the 
calculation of the Ov decay nite for future papers. 
The half-life of the 2v decay between two o+ ground 
states of even-even nuclei is given, in the approximations 
listed above, by the formula 
(1) 
using the rt/2 values given there and the relation 
[The factor 1.2 A arises from the estimate of the average 
energy denominator used in closure approximation, 
1.2A=(l.l2A 112 MeV/2mec 2 )2.] Note that the small 
systematic differences in G0 r (2-6 %) between Refs. 2 
and 3 are of no concern at the present time. 
In the following we shall evaluate the sum in Eq. (1) in 
a series of succesive approximations. We are not going to 
use the customary closure approximation which removes 
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the summation over the intermediate states in {1). In-
stead, the summation will be performed explicitly. We 
shall study the dependence and sensitivity of the results 
on the various empirical parameters. Whenever possible, 
we shall relate our results to the other experimentally ac-
cessible information, primarily the p- and p+ strength 
functions. 
Such a comparison is possible because the matrix ele-
ment (m I ~~ u 1-rt I i) in Eq. {1) describes the amplitude 
of the Gamow-Teller p- transition connecting the initial 
state with the corresponding 1 + state of the intermediate 
odd-odd nucleus. Alternatively, the same matrix element 
describes the amplitude of the (p,n) forward angle reaction 
on the initial nucleus at a suitable energy.5 Similarly, the 
matrix element (f I ~1 u 1-rt I m) is proportional to the 
p+ transition amplitude connecting the final state with 
the same intermediate 1 + state, or the amplitude of the 
(n1p) reaction on the final nucleus. Knowledge of the ex-
perimental ft values or of the (p,n) and (n,p) cross sections 
makes it possible, therefore, to obtain the magnitude, al-
though not the sign, of the corresponding terms in Eq. (1). 
II. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
ON 2v {:J{:J DECAY 
There are two sources of experimental information on 
2v {3{3 decay, the direct counting technique and the geo-
chemical technique. The laboratory counter experiments 
allow one to separate the 2v and Ov modes. Positive evi-
dence, with some caveats, exists only in the case of 82Se. 
Restrictive limits have been obtained in several other 
cases. The geochemical measurements determine the total 
abundance of the final nucleus, giving, therefore, the total 
decay rate, and a lower limit on the 2v mode partial life-
time. 
The existing experimental data are collected in Table I. 
From the lifetimes there and the known GoT values, we· 
extract the relevant nuclear structure part, 
(f I ~1 u,-rt I m )(m I ~uk-rt I i) 
MoT=~ ------,----_,...:-:-k ___ _ 
Em -(M;+MJ)/2 m 
(2) 
Calculation of this quantity is the goal of the present pa-
per. For comparison we also show in Table I the values 
calculated in Ref. · 2. These values are ~ 3 times larger 
than the experimental ones for 82Se and ~ 12 times larger 
for 13<Te. The decay of 82Se has been studied by both 
techniques; the counter limit and the geochemical rates 
are within a factor of 2 of each other. It should be noted 
that the systematic effects favor longer lifetimes in 
counter studies (background) and shorter lifetimes in geo-
chemical studies (gas retention), thus conveniently brack-
eting the 82Se rate. The 13<7e decay rate has been deter-
mined only in geochemical measurements. 
III. PAIRING CORRELATIONS 
Pairing correlatiqns play a double role in double beta 
decay. The extra stability of the even-even. nuclei caused 
by the pairing correlations makes possible the rather fre-
quent appearance of the {3{3 decay candidates. 
In most cases, 48Ca and 100Mo being notable exceptions, 
the neutron Fermi level of the initial nucleus and the pro-
ton Fermi level of the final nucleus are in different shells 
and the {3{3 decay rate therefore vanishes in the extreme 
nuclear shell model. However, the smearing of the occu-
pation probabilities caused by the pairing correlations al-
lows the {3{3 decay to proceed. Moreover, the different 
subshells contribute coherently to the total . matrix ele-
ment. 11 Deformation effects also remove some of the 
selection rules of the single-particle shell model, 11 though, 
as we shall see below, the {3{3 decay rate usually depends 
only weakly on the deformation. 
To see the effect of pairing one replaces in Eq. (1) the 
energy denominators by an average value (closure approxi-
mation) to obtain 
MoT= l <JII~uk·u,-rt-rtlli)= MoT. (3) 
. AE ~~ AE 
In the standard Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) ap-
proximation one gets 
M =- ~ (]' llulll .. )2v<ilu!iVflu!fl (4) OT ~ P n ln lp lp ln ' 
lnlp 
where jp (jn) also includes the other relevant quantum 
numbers. Noting that, typically, in Eq. (4) the operator u 
connects states of which one, but not both, are near the 
Fermi level, we conclude that MoT is proportional to the 
pairing gap A. This conclusion is borne out by the nu-
TABLE I. Experimental data on the 2v {:J/3 decay. (The calculated MoT values of Ref. 2 and of the present work are shown for 
comparison in the last two lines.) 
Parent nucleus 48Ca 76Ge 82Se B2Se 130J'e IS~d 
T\~expt (yr) >3.6X 1019 >2.8X1019 >4X10t9 ( 1.45±0.15) X 1020 (2.6±0.3)X 1Q21 > 1.3X 1019 
Reference 6 7 8 9 9 10 
GoT (yr-1) 4.oxw-t7 L3x 10-19 4.5x 10-18 4.5x w-18 4.8x10-ts L2x w-16 
(MoTlexpt <2.6x 10-2 <0.52 <7.5xl0-2 3.9xl0-2 8.9x w-3 <2.5xl0-2 
(MoTlcalc, Ref. 2 2.9x to-2 0.14 9.2xw-2 9.2xl0-2 0.11 
(MGT)calc,presentwork" 6.6xlo-2 8.2x1o-2 0.09 6.4x1o-2 
"Calculation for spherical nuclei, except 150Nd, where E=0.3 is used; mixing. of .6..33 isobar is included and X=(28/ A) MeV. 
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FIG. 1. The matrix element MoT as a functio~ of the pairing 
gap fl. for 130J'e (lower part) and 82Se ·(upper part) and for two 
values of the deformation parameter e. Two oscillator shells 
were used in the calculation. The arrows indicate experimental 
fl. values from pairing energies. (To compare with Refs. 2 and 
12, one should change the sign and divide by 2.) 
metical results shown in Fig. 1. They agree well with the 
results of Ref. 12 (except the apparent mistake there for 
'T/ =0). Note that the terms in Eq. (4) contribute coherent-
ly and the matrix elements far exceed the naive expecta-
tion I uk ·u1 I ::::;; 3. 
It is also worth noting that states relatively far away 
from the Fermi level give an important contribution in 
Eq. (4). Therefore, when a limited configuration space is 
used (less than two oscillator shells) a severe underesti-
mate of MoT results. 
The u and v factors in Eq. (4) refer to the initial and fi-
nal nucleus, respectively. For consistency one should 
multiply the result by the corresponding overlap factor11 
which is, however, usually close to unity. Huffman13 
discusses the problem of the number and isospin noncon-
servation in the BCS treatment and shows that the beta 
decay operator does not contain ~urious parts up to 
second order in the parameter 0 -I [ 0 = (j + + ) is the 
number of pairs]. 
IV. SPIN-ISOSPIN POLARIZATION FORCE 
It has long been known that pairing alone cannot ex-
plain the p- and p+ rates; the calculated ft values are 
consistently smaller than the experimental ones. Halbleib 
and Sorensen, 14 following the earlier suggestion of Ikeda, 
Fuji, and Fujita, 15 showed that a better agreement is ob-
tained with a schematic neutron-proton "Gamow-Teller" 
force treated within the random phase approximation 
(RP A) formalism. The same force successfully explains 
the main features of the giant GT resonance (see Ref. 5 
and references therein). 
Huffmann13 applied the approach of Ref. 14 to the cal-
culation of {3{3 decay and showed that a considerable 
reduction of the rate results. More recently, Klapdor and 
collaborators16 performed similar calculations with some-
what modified treatment. The formalism of Ref. 14 has 
been extended to the case of deformed nuclei by Krum-
linde and Moller. 17 
Here we review only the main features of the formal-
ism. 14 The model space in our case contains two complete 
oscillator shells. In the numerical calculation we use the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the modified harmonic 
oscillator;17 the results do not change appreciably when 
Woods-Saxon potential eigenvalues are used instead. The 
pairing gap .0. is taken from the experimental pairing ener-
gies and the chemical potentials, Ap and An, are then deter-
mined from the usual condition of the average number 
conservation. 
First, we introduce quasiparticles (operators a, at) by 
the canonical transformation and then define the 
neutron-proton pair operators 
A}M(jp,jn)= ,l: (jpmpjnmn I JM)aJPmPaiumn · (5) 
mp,mn 
The RP A signifies in this case that the boson commuta-
tion relations should be used for A, At and that all terms 
which cannot be expressed in terms of these operators 
should be neglected. Thus, for example, the p- transition 
operator is written as 
13;= ,l: (pI all I n)a~n 
p,n 
= ,l:[akAt.<k)-(-l)llakA,_,.(k)], (6) 
k 
using the label k for the pair of indices j pj n and obvious 
notation for ak and ak. (The p+ operator is obtained by 
the substitution ak--.ak.) 
Next, we introduce the "Gamow-Teller" spin-isospin 
polarization force 
(7) 
where X is the empirical interaction strength parameter to 
be determined later. The 1 + states in the odd-odd nucleus 
are described by the phonon operators 
rjiU>= _l:[xknAt,.(k)-(-1Jilyk1lA 1_,.(k)], (8) 
k 
where the amplitudes x andy, as well as the energies ww, 
are determined by the solution of the equation of motion 
for the operators r ll(l). The ground state of the even-even 
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nucleus is the vacuum of all r JL(l) operators, 
rp.(l) 1 g.s. > =0. 
The 13- matrix element for the transition into the nth 
1 + state with energy (J)(l) is equal to 
.{3_ ~ ( (1) (/)- ) 
w= ~ xk uk-Yk uk · (9) 
k 
Again the corresponding (3+ matrix element is obtained 
by replacing uk -+lik. 
The sum rule 
l: [(f3il>)2-({3(t>)z]=(N -Z) (lO) 
I 
is independent of the coupling strength X. [Note that the 
usual 3(N -Z) rule is obtained by summing over the 3m 
projections of the 1 +state.] 
The value of X is determined from the requirement that 
the calculation reproduces the known energies of the giant 
GT resonance. The fit is performed in a following way: 
Our Hamiltonian does not contain the Coulomb and sym-
metry energies and thus cannot reproduce the ground 
state masses. To compensate for this shortcoming we add 
to all energies (J)(l) the difference between the experimental 
nuclear mass splitting and the calculated mass splitting 
(i.e., the minimal two-quasiparticle energy). Only then 
can we perform the fit to obtain 
X=~ MeV. (11) 
10 I 
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FIG. 2. (a) p- strength for 82Se without interaction; (b) with 
interaction and X=(23/ A) MeV, Pairing gap A= 1.5 MeV was 
used. 
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FIG. 3. (a) p+ strength for 82Se without interaction; (b) with 
interaction and X= ( 23 I A) MeV. 
This procedure reproduces the giant GT resonance ener-
gies within 1 MeV for a number of nuclei between 48Ca 
and 208Pb. Equation ( 11) agrees with similar adjustments 
made in Ref. 5. Note, however, that variations by ~ 10% 
cannot be excluded. 
The {3- and (3+ strengths for 82Se are shown in Figs. 2 
and 3 for the case of noninteracting quasiparticles and for 
the ca:se of an interaction with X=(23/A) MeV. Note 
that the {3- strength is essentially conserved, but is shifted 
up in energy and concentrated in the GT giant resonance. 
On the other hand, the (3+ strength, which is much 
smaller to begin with, is further reduced by a factor of 
~ 3 and remains spread among several states. It turns out 
that the giant GT state often contributes a relatively large 
fraction of the total 13+ strength. 
The rate of the 2v {3{3 decay is determined by the quan-
tity MGT in Eq. (2), or in our notation: 
M - ~ f3il>f3it> (12) 
GT- "'f' (J)(l)+.:lE ' 
where 
"E -Matomic -M!'~';llic + T max _ (Eneut +Eprot) . 
L1 - odd-odd 1mttal 2 qp qp mm • 
Here the index "atomic" denotes the atomic mass, T max is 
the kinetic ~nergy available to the outgoing leptons, and 
the sum extends over all solutions of the RP A equation of 
motion. 
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FIG. 4. The quantities MGT [Eq. (12), left scale] and the 
average energy denominators A.E [Eq. (3), right scale] are shown 
as a function of the strength X for 82Se (full curves, A.= 1.5 
MeV) and 13o-re (dot-and-dashed curves, A= 1.0 MeV). 
In Eq. (12) one should use the quantities /3(/) corre-
sponding to the initial nucleus and /3(t) corresponding to 
the final nucleus. However, in the calculation both ampli-
tudes necessarily involve the same even-even core. By re-
placing the initial nucleus by the final one the quantity 
MGT increases by about 40%. In order to preserve the 
essential simplicity of our approach we chose an inter-
mediate solution in which the RP A equations are solved 
only once but the quantities ak [Eqs. (6) and (9)] refer to 
the initial nucleus, while lh refer to the final one. The re-
sults for 82Se and 130Te are shown in Fig. 4. 
Compared with the free quasiparticle result, the quanti-
ty Mot is reduced by a factor of about 5. Both the 
overall reduction of the 13+ strength and the upward ener-
gy shift of the 13- strength contribute to this reduction. 
The giant GT state typically gives the largest contribution 
to the sum (12). The average energy denominators llE are 
also shown in Fig. 4; they agree only in a crude way with 
the smooth estimate 1.12A 112 MeV2. Note that the quan-
tity llE defined by Eq. (3) does not enter directly into the 
calculation of the {3{3 decay rate. 
There are two parameters involved, the pairing gap 1l 
and the interaction strength X. Both are fixed by experi-
mental quantities unrelated to {3{3 decay. It is encouraging 
that our results are close to those of Haxton and Stephen-
son,2 which are based on a formally quite different ap-
proach. Our results also agree with some of the calcula-
tions of Ref. 16 (when similar input parameters are used) 
in which the problems related to the BCS nucleon number 
nonconservation are avoided by projection. 
Very little is known experimentally about the 13+ 
strength function in nuclei with large neutron excess, such 
as the {3{3 decay candidates. Our calculations show that 
the decay rate depends sensitively on the details of the 13+ 
strength distribution. Any information about it, for ex-
ample study of the (n,p) or possibly ( y,1T+) reactions, 
would be a welcome addition. 
V. DEFORMATION EFFECTS 
Quadrupole deformation changes the selection rules of 
the single-particle and interaction matrix elements. It also 
removes the spherical subshell degeneracy, sharply in-
creasing the number of intermediate 1 + states. Zamick 
and Auerbach" as well as Haxton and Stephenson12 dis-
cussed the effect of deformation on the matrix elements 
for noninteracting quasiparticles calculated in the closure 
approximation. Here we include the deformation effect in 
the full RP A treatment. 
The generalization of the RP A equations to the de-
formed case is straightforward, and the corresponding 
formulas can be found in Ref. 17. For the case of axial 
symmetry considered here, the angular momentum projec-
tion on the symmetry axis, K, remains a good quantum 
number and so one can solve separately the RPA equa-
tions of motion for K = 0 and I K I = 1. The K = 0 states 
exhaust + of the sum rule (10) and the I K I = 1 states 
contain the remaining -}. 
The numerical calculations were performed with the 
modified harmonic oscillator wave functions and eigen-
values.17 The chemical potentials of the initial nucleus 
were used throughout. As explained above, this causes a 
slight reduction of the resulting matrix element. 
A representative example of the deformation depen-
dence is shown in Fig. 5. Generally, we find that the clo-
sure matrix element is essentially independent of deforma-
tion while the sum including the energy denominators de-
pends weakly on deformation, usually with a minimum at 
£=0. ·Thus the increased number of intermediate states 
does not lead to cancellations between the terms of the 
sum (12). The only permanently deformed nucleus we 
studied, 150Nd, is an exception; in it the quantity MGT is 
maximal for £=0 and decreases for I£ I 7"oO. 
In a related development, Klapdor and Grotz16 con-
sidered the effect of zero point motion associated with the 
0.20r---r--.---...-----,----,-----. 
0.15 
0.10 
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 
E 
0.1 0.2 0.3 
FIG. 5. Deformation dependence of the {3{3 decay matrix ele-
ment for 82Se. Calculation performed with Ap=An= 1.5 MeV 
and X=(23/ A) MeV. The closure matrix element MGT (divided 
by 10) is shown as a dashed line. 
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quadrupole degrees of freedom .. They found a large 
reduction of the double beta decay rate for the case of 
130Te. Direct comparison with our result is difficult, how- MGT 
ever, because Ref. 16 used smaller (perhaps unrealistically 
small) values of the pairing gap ..:l. 
VI. INCLUSION OF THE A33 ISOBAR 
Only approximately half of the sum rule ( lO) is ob-
serled in the (p,n) reaction. 5 It has been suggested 18 that 
the mixing of the 1 + states of the odd-odd nucleus with 
the ..:l33 isobar-nucleon hole states is responsible for this 
"missing strength" effect. 
We shall consider the influence of the ..:l33 nucleon-hole 
states on /3/3 decay using the simplest quark model of the 
..:l33 and the nucleon. The problem has been addressed be-
fore.11•19 However, the basic Eqs. (5) of Ref. 19 have in-
correct pairing factors and it is not clear whether these er-
rors were corrected in the numerical calculations. 
Two ..:l33 nucleon-hole states at approximately 300 MeV 
in the intermediate odd-odd nucleus have to be con-
sidered: 
(13) 
and 
(14) 
Here the indices i and f denote ..:l33 nucleon-hole states in 
the initial and final nucleus. The energy differences of the 
different single-nucleon states are small compared to 300 
MeV and therefore were neglected in constructing the 
states (13) and (14). 
The 13- and 13+ operators have the following matrix 
elements: 
and 
( ll /3-1 i) = 2v2 (N +3Z)112 , 
5 
(21 /3+ if)= 2v2 (Z +3N)112' 
5 
< 1 I 13+ I f > = < 2 I 13- I i > = o . 
(15) 
(16) 
The states 11 ) and ·12 ) are treated now as any other 1 + 
states of the intermediate· nucleus in the RP A equations of 
motion. That is, we assume that the same interaction of 
Eq. (7) affects them. ' 
Due to the mixing of low-lying states with state 11 ) , a 
part ( ::::::35%) of the /3- strength is shifted to 300 MeV. 
In order to keep the giant GT state at its experimentally 
determined energy, we renormalize the coupling constant 
X as in Refs. 5 and 18 and obtain 
28 Xff-- MeV e A . 
--.... 
........ 
0.10 ........ 
........ -.. -..__ 130Te 
---
----
--
-----
0.05 
0.0,1.:----:::'::----~---~----:;;;----1 24 26 28 30 32 
Xeff A 
FIG. 6. The quantities MoT. Eq. (12), are shown as a func-
tion of the renormalized strength Xerr, for 82Se (full curves, 
A= 1.5 MeV) and 13"re (dashed curves, A= 1.0 MeV). The ef-
fect of the A33 isobar was included as described in the text. 
In a similar way the low-lying f3+ strength is reduced due 
to the mixing with state I 2). 
The /3/3 matrix element, with or without the closure ap-
proximation, is obtained by adding the contribution of all 
1 + states including the two mixed states at ::::::300 MeV. 
These latter states, however, do not directly contribute to 
the /3/3 decay as a consequence of relation (16). This is so 
despite the fact that after the V GT interaction has been in-
cluded these high-lying states carry large /3- and 13+ 
strengths simultaneously. 
The resulting MGT values are shown in Fig. 6. The 
reduction is ::::::30%, insufficient to explain the experimen-
tal data, but large enough to be considered in quantitative 
calculations. It should be noted that alternative explana-
tions of the missing strength have· been proposed. 20 In 
them the missing strength is shifted to l0-45 MeV by 
mixing the two-particle-two-hole excitations. It is diffi-
cult to estimate the effect of such mixing on the /3/3 decay 
rate. 
VII. OTHER NUCLEI AND CONCLUSIONS 
Table II shows the calculated matrix elements and other 
related quantities for several 2v /3/3 decay candidates. A 
few comments should be made: As mentioned above, 
150Nd is a good rotor and the matrix elements are maxi-
mal for the spherical case, decreasing monotonically with 
increasing deformation. The reduction is by about a fac-
tor of 2 for the realistic value £=0.3. Nevertheless, the 
calculated lifetime is considerably smaller than the experi-
mental limit, 10 similar to the trend noted in 82Se and 
13Dre. 
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TABLE II. Results of the present calculation: matrix elements, lifetimes, and related quantities. 
Nucleus• 76Ge 82Se tooMo I28Te 13oTe 136Xe 150Nd (e=O.O) 150Nd (e=0.3) 
To (MeV) 2.05 3.00 3.03 0.87 2.53 2.48 3.37 3.37 
Pairing a (MeV) 1.4 1.5 1.5(p) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.2(n) 
GOT (yr-1) 1.3xw-t9 4.5x 10-18 9.ox 10-18 8.5x 10-22 4.8x 10-18 4.6x 10-18 1.1 x 10-16 1.1 x 10-16 
MGT [X=(23/A) MeV) 0.10 0.125 0.35 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.20 0.10 
MoTb [X=(28/A) MeV] 0.066 0.082 0.23 0.10 0.09 0.098 0.13 0.064 
AE (MeV) 14.7 14.1 6.1 10.0 10.6 11.5 8.7 10.4 
T 112 calc (yr) 1.8X 1021 3.3x 1019 2.1 X 1018 1.1 X 1Q23 2.3X 1019 2.3X 1019 5.5x 1017 2.2x 1018 
"Calculation for spherical nuclei, except 150Nd, where deformation e is indicated. 
bMixing of d 33 isobar included. 
Another special case is 48Ca. This doubly magic nu-
cleus is not well suited for the RP A treatment used here. 
It is known2• 11 that there is a strong cancellation between 
the contribution of seniority zero and seniority four states 
in the final nucleus 48Ti. Only a complete shell model cal-
culation can, and indeed does, 2 account for this effect. 
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